Aiming at the problems of every design index weight's distribution and evaluation of marine shaft system, the analysis of attribute dependability in rough set for calculation and analysis was used in this paper── attribute reduction method to remove redundant attributes, retain key information and generate decision-making. The problem of every index's importance of the design of the marine shaft system was solved in this paper, which provided a theoretical method for the weight distribution and the conflict of some factors.
Introduction
As the important connecting equipment between engine and propeller, marine shaft system will not only transfer the engine to the propeller, but also transfer the thrust of the propeller to the marine through the thrust bearing, so as to promote the movement of the marine. And it is the important part of selection and design to the power plant. Therefore, how to obtain the indexes of the marine shaft system accurately, determine the relationship among the indexes and the importance of them is a vital thing.
Rough set theory has obvious advantages in dealing with large amounts of data and eliminating redundant information, so it is widely used in data preprocessing and attribute reduction [1] . Quality function deployment (QFD) method was taken in this article to determine the design indexes of marine shaft system, took the rough set theory to do data preprocessing and attribute reduction [2] [3][4] [5] , extract the key information, and generated decision-making. Based on these methods, taking into account the influence of other factors to the degree of importance of every attribute, at last the results was revised and the results was optimized in this paper.
The weight calculation method for design indexes of marine shaft system 1: Attribute reduction Attribute reduction is to find the attributes that can be ignored in the condition attribute set X , and finally get a minimum attribute set 0 X which is core.
2: Attribute reduction algorithm In the information system, if 1 2 ( , , , ) 
equivalence relation in the domainU . The attribute reduction core of attribute set is:
5th International Conference on Information Engineering for Mechanics and Materials (ICIMM 2015) That is, the core of the conditional attribute set X is the intersection of all the subsets of the conditional attribute that decision-making attribute set Y strongly depend on. If
Then we can use this method to simplify 1
Weight calculation methods for design indexes of marine shaft system In the design of shaft system, it is necessary to revise the calculation results for getting the objective conditions that accord with the actual situation because of the complexity of the system. Here we will illustrate by combining the QFD method.
Concrete method: Set the system ( , ) T U A = , where U is the domain, A is its attribute set, X is the conditional attribute set, and Y is the decision-making attribute set.
(1) calculate the dependability of Y on X;
(2) calculate the dependability of Y on the X after getting rid of i x ;
(3) obtain the importance of the attribute i x ;
(4) determine the basic importance vector of the design index of shaft system according to the importance of i x , 1 2 ( , , , )
Then determine the important revise factors to the indexes. 
(6) The possibility factor i K of the unit improvement
The possibility to realize of unit improvement increment of an attribute i x can be expressed as a constant denoted as i K .Account of the possibility to realize, we have the following formula to
SP for market competition of the attribute i x The exclusive advantage can reflect the importance of the attribute to the design of the shaft system and can also reflect the other competitors' performance, which can be denoted as i SP . For example, an attribute which has exclusive advantage reflects the property is important for the design of marine shaft system and other competitors' performance in the field can't make users satisfied. Usually, the exclusive advantage is divided into three grades, corresponding to numerical 1.5, 1.2 and 1. Through the above concept, a modified factor i γ of the importance of attribute i x is
The revise vector of the importance of every attribute is expressed as 
Practical application
Using the QFD method for the design of marine shaft system, we can determine the economy (processing and loss), operation (vibration, noise), reliability (life, maintenance, guarantee) and structural (engine room arrangement, size) four attributes and satisfaction degree SL for design of marine shaft system under these conditions. Through customer surveys we obtained sample set, removed duplicate and redundant data, and got the decision table including the satisfaction levels for attributes and the design of marine shaft system. In the table (table 1) , satisfaction levels were divided into low, medium and high grade corresponding to the value of 1, 2, 3. The conditional attributes 1 x ， 2 x ， 3 x ， 4 x refer to four basic attributes of the marine shaft system, the decision-making attribute j on behalf of the satisfaction SL for design of marine shaft system, and n refers to serial number. Table 1 decision-making table   n  x 1  x 2  x 3  x 4  j  n  x 1  x 2  x 3  x 4  j   1  1  1  1  1  1  20  2  1  1  2  2   2  1  1  1  2  1  21  2  1  1  3  3   3  1  1  1  3  2  22  2  1  2  1  3   4  1  1  2  1  1  23  2  1  2  2  1   5  1  1  2  2  2  24  2  1  2  3  3   6  1  1  2  3  3  25  2  1  3  1  3   7  1  1  3  1  2  26  2  1  3  2  3   8  1  1  3  2  3  27  2  1  3  3  3   9  1  1  3  3  3  28  2  2  1  1  3   10  1  2  1  1  1  29  2  2  1  2  1   11  1  2  1  2  1  30  2  2  1  3  2   12  1  2  1  3  3  31  2  2  2  1  1   13  1  2  2  1  2  32  2  2  2  2  2   14  1  2  2  2  2  33  2  2  2  3  3   15  1  2  2  3  3  34  2  2  3  1  3   16  1  2  3  1  3  35  2  2  3  2  3   17  1  2  3  2  3  36  2  2  3  3  3 According to the decision-making table, we judged whether there were some attributes that can be reduced. The attributes of that didn't need to enter the next step of consideration. In accordance with the attribute reduction algorithm we knew four attributes relative to decision attribute J couldn't be reduced. Therefore, we organized the four attributes according to importance. According to the decision-making table, we judged whether there were some attributes that can be reduced. In accordance with the attribute reduction algorithm we knew four attributes relative to decision attribute J couldn't be reduced. Therefore, we organized the four attributes according to importance. 3 Z was maximum, so 3 x was the most important attribute.
Conclusion
The analysis of attribute dependability in rough set was used in this paper to process all aspects of the data for design indexes of marine shaft system, remove the redundant, and retain important data. By calculating we got important degree of every attribute for design indexes of marine shaft system to decision-making.
